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napoleon turned the empire into a world empire. in 1806, he declared austria a protectorate and in
1807, prussia became a protectorate of france, although as with austria, it had not been a full ally of
napoleon. italy was declared a free state in 1809, but it was not long before the intrigues between
austria and russia, joined by the british, brought it back into the orbit of the great powers. in 1810,
napoleon's niece, the archduchess marie louise, married the tsar. the new empress, marie louise,

was born in 1772. she was the daughter of the holy roman emperor joseph ii and she was the niece
of the tsar of russia, and her marriage to the tsar was a powerful, political alliance for napoleon.

herrin explains the implications of this marriage. napoleon now turned to the task of expanding the
size of his empire. he created a system of alliances with various european states, including the

dutch, the austrians, the prussians, the russians, and the british. with this, he set about the task of
unifying europe, and put together a number of secret treaties with the tsar and the austrian

emperor. this was largely to keep the russians and the austrians out of the battle with the british and
the dutch, and with the netherlands and the austrians. as the war dragged on, napoleon became

more and more convinced that the war was being lost, and his chief strategy in the final years of the
war was to make peace, preferably with the tsar, with whom he had a love/hate relationship. ferras

has an article on napoleon and the fall of russia. in the end, napoleon's strategy failed, and the
russians won the war. napoleon lost the battle of leipzig in 1813. he was defeated, and his empire
was split. his empire was soon to be in name only. the habsburgs ruled most of austria, and they

would rule the central and eastern parts of the empire. the german princes were divided among the
french emperors. poland became independent under the tsar. the tsar became king of poland, a title
that would then be used by russian monarchs for a very long time. napoleon, who was now an exile,
made a last, unsuccessful attempt to stop the division of the empire, but it was to no avail. the years

1813 to 1815 became known as the hundred days.
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